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Regents Approve Fines,

SPD Plans To

Procedures For Faff:

'Prod' Apathy

The Board of Regents approval of the University's recommendations on traffic fines
and procedures will go into effect at USF on September 1.
A lower scale of parking fines
and different procedure for
fine appeal were included in
the decision.
In the fall, the fines will be
as follows :
violations: $5
V" Moving
first offense, $10 second of•
tense and $15 on every subsequent offense.
V" Parking violations : $2,
$3, and $5.
violations:
i,,, Registration
$5 and $10.
i,,, Late charges: One dollar
after three and seven days.
When a student is ticketed
this fall , he may pay the fine
in Security Office, CTR 323.
To appeal the fine, he must
post bond in the Security Office for the amount of the

fine, and Security will then
arrange a hearing in Tampa
Municipal Court for the student.
The student will be treated
as any other citizen who is
charged with breaking a
Tampa traffic ordinance. The
Tampa Police Department under the new law - will' also
have jurisdiction for traffic
violations on the USF campus, something ·which was not
allowed before.
THE

INCREASING

fine

rate will be accumulative
over the year as it is ;now, but
each fall Quarter, students
will begin at the minimum
fine.
The money collected in
fines will remain with the
University unless a student
appeals in court. Then, the
bond will be turned over to
the City of Tampa to pay, the

court costs.
Beginning in i;eptember,
students will also pay a decreasin•g car registration fee
rather than the present static
fee of $5 anytime during the
academic year. The fees will
be on one car, $5 if the car is
registered in Quarter 1; $4 if
registered in Quarter II; ·$3 in
Quarter ill ; and $2 in Quarter
IV. For each additional car · _.;.._,_..._--,,_...__ _ _ ____..,_'--_""""'-,--"-.....,.---....,..-'---,..,--..,...,,.....,,-,-.,......_________
registered, there will be a $2
charge.
There will also be a $2
charge when a student's
status changes. If for instance, in Quarter II a freshman turns sophomore, he can
get a regular, non-freshman
parking sticker for an additional two dollars. Clyde Hill,
The government of Hondu- zation and development of approximately four years in
director of physical plant,
said, "The additional two dol- ras was expected to sign a secondary edu(:ation in the Honduras, and Dr. Anderson
lars is to pay for the cost of contract ear.lier this week for Central American country. will commute between Tampa
a four year program to be The project also includes and Honduras to supervise
issuing a new sticker."
conducted under tlje leader- plans for the design of new progress of the endeavor. ·
ship of USF to strengthen its secondary schools in many
Dean J. A. Battle, dean of
secondary education program towns which n ow lack such the College of Education, is
and facilities.
facilities.
expected to make a site visit
Chairman Chester Ferguson
The project director, Dr. E. to Honduras on July 24.
of the Florida Board of Re- Christian Anderson of USF's
_The first group of program
gents will travel to Honduras College of Education, said the participants from Honduras is
to sign for the State Universi- program will concern itself expected to arrive in Florida
ty System, which was selected with t!Je training of supervi- for training in January and
by Honduras to handle the in- sors and administrators for a will stay for five quarter sesternational project. USF was secondary school system.
sions. There .will also . be
Tickets for all three produc- selected as administrator of
There will also be a teacher shorter workshop sessions · for
tions : Candida, Dracula and the contract, and the USF training program, and plans oth~r people in the program.
campus as the center of proj- call for a revision of curricula
H.M.S. Pinafore are: $2 for ect training activity.
THE TRAINING will take
as well. Dr. Anderson said the
students, $4 for staff, faculty
The project is finan ced by a goil,l is to develop American- place either at USF, FSU, or
and Foundation and $8 for $7-million loan to Honduras style comprehensive h i g h UF, depending on the specific
through the Agency for Inter- schools in Honduras.
kind of training being offered.
general public.
national Development (AID)
Further details of the comof the United States DepartTHREE SPANISH-speaking plex inter-American project
ment of State.
full-time professional staff are in the planning stage, and
IT CALLS for the reorgani- people from USF will spend will be announced shortly.
\
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USF Hosts·Honduras

Educational Program

'Candida' Will Open
Summer Theatre Fest
George Bernard Shaw's
Candida will open the Summer Theatre Festival's Gaslight Repertory July 29. Described by Shaw as "a pleasant play," the turn _- of - the century production is "cµriously contemporary," said
its director Peter B. O'Sullivan, assistant professor of
theatre arts.

Tickets went on sale for the
Gasli.ght Repertory Monday in
the Theatre Box Office. Tickets are: 75 cents for students,
$1.50 for staff, faculty and
Foundation and $3 for general
public.

Tunisian
~loo-ned- Tonig,ht

The script sets the play in
"October 1894, in the northeast qu~rter -Lo°iid~-;: ia.' v-;;_st.
district miles away from the
London of Mayfair and St.
"Evening in Tunisia", sponJames's, and much less nar- sored · by the World Affairs
row, squalid and air!~ in its Council and the One To One
slums."

ot

O'Sullivan said the production is going to be a "summary Oandida ..• light hearted." The cast includes: Mary
Ann Bentley as Candida Morell, Don Moyer as the Rev.
James Morell, Joseph John
D'Esposito as Marchbanks,
Brion Black as Burgess,
Diana Bellamy as Proserpine
Garnett and A. Joseph Argenio as the Rev. Lexy Mill.

RUSSELL WHALEY, chairman and professor of theatre
arts, is designing the costumes, William R. Lorenzen
III, assistant professor of
theatre arts, is designing the
sets and Eldon Mecham, instructor of fine arts, is designing the lighting.
O'Sullivan said, "There's always a temptation to costume
one of the characters as GB
himself. One of the many
things that makes this a delightul production is the question 'Who should wear the
beard?' can't really be answered."

Peace Corps
Tests Given
This Summer
Peace Corps exams will be
given in Tampa on July 20,
August 17 and September 21
at 1:30 p.m. in room 425 of the
Post Office Building on Flori- da ·Ave. and Twiggs St.
The test lets the Peace
Corps know how and where
applicants can serve best.
An applicant must be a citizen of the United States and
18 or over. Married couples
may apply if both are willing
to serve in the Corps.
To be eligible to take the
test, applicants must fill out a
Peace Corps Application.
These are available at any
post office or at the Peace
Corps office in Washington,
D.C.

Group, is being ·presented tonight, in the University Center Ballroom at 7.
There will bean introductory speech given by Dr. Ablelwahab Hechiche of the foreign language department followed by a film showing the
customs and folklore of Tunisia.
A question and answer period will follow the film. An authenic Tunisian dance will be

•·

.

.

.

-

QUESTION: Why can't the children of USF staff members use the recreation room in the basement of the University
Center (CTR)? The ·supervisor told me that he didn't intend
to be a baby-sitter.
ANSWER: Florida Statute of 849.06 1965 prohibits any one
under age at pool halls or billiard rooms without written permission from parents. However, State Attorney Earl ·Faircloth
said that this statute did not apply to students playing pool at
the State's Universities provided they present students I.D.'s
and current certification of registration.
QUESTION: For the past three weeks I have been watching the mildew slowly overtake. the marble partitions and bath
curtains on my floor in Alpha Hall. What can and will be done
about this situation?
ANSWER: Mrs. Joan Tallis, assistant housing director,
said that the Housing Office is doing everything possible to
combat mildew this summer.
QUESTION: How can I change my advisor? I have a parttime secretary in the College of Business Administration, can I
get a professor for an advisor?
ANSWER: According to the College of Business Administration you must contact the office of Mr. Kenneth Davey, coordinator of advising, upper level, and set up an appointment
with him.

.•

.

James McCague novelist
and historian will appear at
the ¥eet the Author program
today in the University Center
(CTR) 252 at 2 p.m. ·
McCague's most celebrated
books include The Second Rebellion, The Story of the New
York City Draft Riots of 1863,
To _Be A Hero, and the _For'
tune Road.
After graduating f r o m
Northwestern University, McCague - spent several years
as a newspaper feature writ-

I

er. He published his first
novel, The Big Ivey in 1955.
Besides writing novels he
has published adult and juvenile histories. The titles include Moguls and Iron Men,
and Mississippi Steamboat
·
Days.
Mccague lives in Sarasota
and is currently dividing his
time between a juvenile history of aviation in America and
an adult novel based on t he
"so-called" Aaron Burr Conspiracy of 1804-06.

After the event, Tunisian
tea and cakes will be served.

'The Cages'

JAMES McCAGUE
... to speak.

On Exhibit,
FAH Gallery
USF's most recent art acquisition, a portfolio entitled
"The Cages", by Al Blaustein,
will be on exhibition through
August 15 in the Fine Arts
Teaching Gallery.

'Emily,' With Julie Andrews,
James Garner, Is UC Movie
Julie Andrews and James program as he must cater to
Garner star in Emily, this a slightly mad Admiral whom
weeke11d's film offering of the he serves as an aide, valet and . general ' social director.
University Center.
What else would. you expect of
The World War II film, orig- a former hotel ma!}ager?
inally titled The AmericanizaThe movie is based on the
tion of Emily~ deals more book The Americanization of
with a British-iµrterican ro- Emily by William Bradford
mance than with Americani- Huie. The screenplay was
zation. Emily (Andrews) is , done by television and movie
convinced that all Americans writer Paddy Chayefsky.
are barbarians and Charlie
Besides Garner and Miss
Madson (Garner) tries his
best to prove her wrong. The Andrews, performances are
result is infattGltion and a delivered by Melvyn Douglas
more perm1Ss1ve view of and Keenan Wynn. Critics
Americans by Emily.
have said that the only reason
Charlie can't spend all his Julie Andrews did not receive
time on his Americanization an Academy Award for

Blaustein, a well-known
_painter, print-maker a n d
teacher, has had his work
shown in one-man and group
exhibitions both here and
abroad. Among his numerous
grants and awards are Guggenheim Fellowships, the
Prix de Rome, and Academy
of Arts and Letters Grant.
He is represented in private
collections and museums including the Metropolitan Museum, Whitney Museum, Library of Congress, Boston
Museum and Pennsylvania
Academy.
USF boasts on-campus or adjacent-to-campus accommodations for almost 4,500 students
in 14 completely air-conditioned
residences.
USF has a faculty of approximately 540, providing a studentteacher radio of 20 to 1.

"Emily" was that she was
beaten out by a very strong
rival - Julie Andrews in
"Mary Poppins.''
"Emily" will be shown in
FAH 101 both Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Admission
is 25 cents.
UNICEF, United Nations International Children Economic Fund, helps people of many
lands economically and culturally; here are some of the
things it does:

Application for f e d e r a l Among those making presenmatching funds for the con-. tations from the South Florida
struction of USF's proposed staff were President John S.
medical school's first build- Allen, Dean Lawton, and
ings was reviewed here last Business Manager Andrew C.
Monday and Tuesday by a Rodgers. Preliminary plans _
team of consultants and pro- for the buidlings were prefessional staff members from sented by representatives of
the U.S. Public Health Ser- Ellerbe, Architects, of St.
Paul, Minnesota.
vice.
Hospital directors of mediDr. Alfred H. Lawton, dean
of the College of Medicine, cal education, or their repsaid the final action on the ap- resentatives, from Tampa
plication is not expected be- General, Orange Memorial,
fore November when councils Orlando, Lakeland General,
of the U.S.P .H.S. will meet. and Mound Park, St. PetersThe school is now scheduled burg, made statements to the
visitation team. ·
to open in 1971.
Several leading Florida and
SOUTH FLORIDA filed application in June for a $5,500,- area physicians made sup000 federal grant towards con- porting comments. They instruction of the $8,500,000 Col- cluded Dr. Phillip Hampton of
Tampa, past president of the
lege of Medicine facilities.
Chancellor Robert B. Mautz Florida Medical Association,
of the State University Sys- and Dr. Henry L. Wright,
tem participated in the Mon- president of the Hillsborough
day m o r n i n g discussions. Cohnty Medical Association.

WUSF Gets State Grant

WUSF is one of six educational television stations chosen by State School Supt.
"" Placed on top of each
Christian to help FloriFloyd
other, the midwife kits supcitizens "Express
Negro
's
da
plied by UNICEF would form
and draw
frustrations
their
as
a peak five times as high
th e i r probto
·attention
Mount Everest.
lems .. .''
Four educational radio stations will also share the S6,400
state grant aimed at reducing
racial tensions.
WUSF received a $1,000
grant on the basis of their
program proposals.
CHRISTIAN said that "perhaps in this way some lasting
solution can be found to the
problems which create tensions between our citizens.
" I believe these proposed
programs are vital, especially
because all of them involve
bringing before the cameras
and the mikes the people, of
both races, who are intimately aware of these problems in
communities served by
the
Photo by Sid Gibson
these stations'.
" We have been told by
Negro leaders that their peoGerge Harris. Local VISTA volunteers as
ple need a way to talk out
well as students from other local universities
their problems and to feel
have also been marching during the past
that someone is listening.
weeks.
"They say that Negro people need to know that they do

USF Students March With Workers
Eight USF students joined the striking sanitation workers last week to prot.est alleged
racism involved in the re-hiring of workers.
Among the students marching were Fran
Felty, Doran Cushing, R&y Hooks and

in the campus and student
government.
THE SPD will be running a
full slate of candidates in the
next SA election, she said.
She said any full or parttime student, faculty or staff
member, is welcome to join
the organization.
"We want to change the
system" whenever it is no
longer responsive to student ·
community needs," Mis s
Fetty said, "But we seek nonviolent change within the
structure of the established
procedure, providing the procedure remains receptive.
However, we can do nothing
without the support of the
University community'.'
FRAN F E LT Y, . a 19year-old sophomore, is · a
member-at-large in the National Students for a Democratic Society and was a
member of the controversial
petitioning local SDS. But, she
· said, the SPD has nothing to
do with the SDS nationally or
locally. "We have no affiliation with any outside organization, but we reserve the right
to join or support another organization that has similar
goals.''
The SPD goals are, she
said, to act as a political
party that is more receptive
to student needs, to bring
about needed changes, and
promote free discussion.
"We feel," she said, "that
every individual, whether a
student, garbageman or politician, should be able to participate in decision making."
The SPD may not be granted recognition until this fall
because the student members
of the Student Affairs Committee have graduated and
the Student Association Legislature is in recess until August and- wlll. n"ot ~ - able,;i.to. 1
appoint new members until
then.

Federal Funds Application
Reviewed For Med School

performed by two USF coeds.

This suite of twelve original
intaglio prints gets its name
from the red-light district of a
town in India where Blaustein
made , drawings for these
prints.
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Meet The Author
Features McCague

By DAVI.-, CHATHAM
Staff Writer
Another political party to
prod the hind end of student
apathy is being formed this
summer. The Students for
a Participatory Democracy
(SPD) has applied to the Student Affairs Committee for official recognition.
Although Student Association
election time has come and
gone, many times dragging
its student politicians and political parties with it all shouting slogans of ."Down with
student apathy," n o t h i n g
much has ever been done
about student apathy.
The SPD, which has had
only one organizational meeting, _has some ideas on what
to do.
THE ACTING president,
Fran Felty, said the SPD
wants to form a "free press,"
start a soapbox tradition and
sponsor free discussions to expose the .USF students to issues affecting them.
She said, "We want to finance a free press that would
offer logical, rational and researched news stories on the
things that concern students."
With the soapbox, she said,
"an individual can get up and
air his opinions on any controversial issue. Any student can
get up and talk.''
MISS FELTY did not say
exactly how it will be done,
but thought that the University should make a bull horn or
public address system available · for impromptu gatherings to discuss issues concerning students.
She said the SPD also wants
to Sponsor open-sided discussions and invite speakes to debate on anything concerning
students.
She said the "free press,"
the soapbox ·and .sponsored d~
bates are methods to get students more actively involved

not have to go into the streets
in order to be heard. I believe
that, with these programs, we
will be helping to meet these
needs.''

Office Seminar
Announced
Office supervisors, administrative assistants and secretaries are being offered a one
day Office Methodology Seminar Thursday by the Center
for Continuing Education.
The program has been designed to increase knowledge
and skills of various office
functions, resulting in more
efficiency for supervisors and
employees.
The seminar is directed specifically to those engaged in
shorthand d i c t a t i o n and
transcription, machine dictation and transcription, duplicating, evaluating and selecting personnel, records
management, and office machines.
The fee for the seminar is
$10.00, and interested persons
should immediately contact
the Center for Continuing
Education, ext. 403.

NCAA Admission ,May Help USF

0R,'\..CLE

Bigger universities, such as Florida,
By JEFF SMITH
Florida State and Miami, indicated they
Staff Writ.er
would compete _against USF, but the
USF made its most significant intertight South Florida schedule made playcollegiate sports move this· year when it
applied for and received admission to ·ing these teams almost impossible.
· REASONABLE out-of-state competithe National Collegiate Athletic Association couldn't be scheduled in some sports
tion (NCAA).
because large universities didn't want to
South Florida coaches were having
play a non-NCAA team. Now that's diftrouble lining up top-flight teams for
ferent.
next year before the NCAA move. Few
USF soccer coach Dan Holcomb said
state teams wanted to play USF in 1969
because Brahman athletes receive schol- . earlier this year he was having problems
working out a solid schedule for next
arship help.

~ r@J ~
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July 17, 1968, U. of South Florida

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Hello Friends!

Al~ Amigos!

This special editorial is for a
Este editorial especial e para
um grupo de estudantes que chespecial group o_f stud_e nts on camgaram do Brasil para estµdar nos
pus -who have arrived from Brazil
Estados Unidos. Para estes estuto study in the United States. To
dantes The Oracle, e a USF dao as
those students, The " Oracle and
boas vindas. Desejamos que sua
estrada aqui seja a mais agradav- - USF bid you a warm ·welcome. We
hope your stay here is enjoyable.
el.
Atnbos, Brasil e USA, _sao giBoth Brazil and the United
gantescas areas territoriais, abunStates are territorially huge, abundan tes em recursos naturais, e
dant in natur;il resources, and rerespeitados per esta razao pelos
-spected by their neighbors because
seus vizinhos. Os USA sao uma
of them. The USA is a superpower;
super potencia e o Bra:,il provave,Brazil will probably become one.
mente se tornara uma tambem.
Thus the social, political, ecoAssim, os_ problemas sociais,
nomic and diplomatic problems
politicos, economicos e diplomathat now worry the United State_s
ticos que agora preocupam os Es.tados Unidos poderiam servir de . could be a key guide for future
Brazilian leaders, both in the pub~
guia para os futuros dirigentes do
lie · and private sectors. We may
como
publico
Brazil, tanto no setor
some pivotal leaders for Brahave
de
grupo
no privado. Talvez neste
brasileiros, esfajam · Ii.deres .de - zil's tuture right here on campus
today. To them we say good luck.
.amanha, A eles de~ejamos boa
·
sorte.
We hope that you and your peo· Esperamos que voces e O seu
pie · will be able to plan your own
povo possam planejar, sem interfuture without outside interferferencia alheia, o seu proprio futuence. After all, it is your country.
ro, pois ·o pais pertence a voces .

·-

Why Can't USF Have - Soul?
1

But something happens when
the student · goes beyond high
school, or outside of it. Summer
courses and stu dy are growing increasingly popular and some of the
social stigma has gone out of summer study. It is now a ' perfectly
reasonable decision fo go or not to

they do not satisfy. Most of the older
schools I have seen have the dim labyrinthine hallways that give the impression to the student of being inside the
bowels of a living organism.
The lounges had archaic furnitur!) and
were usually poorly lighted, but ah , they
somehow nurtured soul, and were a part
time home and a good place to be between classes.
To tie my observation to possible action :is rather easy. -~ certainly do not
prefer the tunnels and halls to the open
vistas, bat I strongly urge the establishing of some inside places for the -stu-

By JOHN M. WAGNER
Student Commentary
I am a transfer student from the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee (UWM)
and after .only a few weeks at USF I became aware of the on-going self criticism for lack of spirit at USF.
Seniors seem the most concerned,
perhaps because ·their graduation will
provide a degree, without a constellation
of rich and warm relationships to look
·
back on.
This is a very relevant concern which
deserves more than passing attention.
Let me offer an observation of my own,
in hopes of starting a thoughtful analysis
of this situation" ..

Summer Of Hope
Before college students went .to
college, 1 summer school was · a
place where. •"lesser" students
went to make up .a course or two,
hopefully to keep hold of the academic coattails of their classmates.

year. "Four state teams have dropped
us because they don 't feel they can compete. with a · state university which gives
its athletes financial help."
Holcomb also said he was unable to
line up many games for an out-of-state
trip. "I'm allowed one out-of-state trip
a year and I try to schedule as many
games as possible. Bat this year, few of
the better teams can give us a playing
·
date.",
HOWEVER, THE NCAA membership
should help USF's sports program next

dents from Brazil studying English, in addition to USF's increasing connection with Colombia, Venezuela, Guatemala and Honduras.
We hope ,other Latin Amerjcan nations will be added to this list.
The summer seems to be the
best time for these "extracurricular" academic activities all over,
the world. It's the time of the exchange program - b'etween university and university; between
nation and nation; and between
people and people as they visit one
another's country on summer
tours.

WE FIND Tlils the inost en.AT USF; as with many other couraging aspect about moder.tJ int~rnational education~-rthatth~ ~xuniversities, the summer l)_ri1;g_i;r an
as_s ortment of students partic1pat:.;_ -;Ghang-e.s. of students · that continue
.,ing in an assortment of programs. . 'ft om summer to summer are the
d.
·
f
· t h
Id'
Some are designed to help students
or un erop~
"catch-up" academically, an d ~: _w~r-~~~ - qme
some are designed to help students """ standmg.: among natmns.
With the improvement of mod,
geJ into ·a better schocll, others just
ern tr;f.isportation, · the exchanges
increase learning.
haveib et!ome not just between naUS,F has, this summer, the High
· tions,- _ out intercontinental, with
School Equivalency Program and
inform the
~eac}J.; ;.~ U)ture anxious
Upward Bound, both designed to
other of its way of . life •first hand.
rectify inequalities in local schools.
But we also have scores of stu-FoL -those who tir~ ·of missil~
threats and blustery . propaganda,
-the summer brings welcome assurance that something else besides
j u s t government-to-government
communication is taking place. At
The United States is a · demo·the -summer . brings a new
home,·
cratic country. But how, far does
hope for students who are asked to
democracy have to go?
carry an jncreasing academic bur·
den.
The U.S. is in Vietnam to stop the
advance of world communism and
while our soldiers are exposing
their lives daily to stop the Commust influx, the Communists are
The Oracle welcomes letters to· th
bomb_a rding university campuses
on varying points of vjew. A
·tor
with literature and propaganda.
etters submitted for publication mas ·
Some such publications come
elude name, which will be published,
ddress, and signature. Triple spaced,
from abroad, mainly _Cuba, Boypewritten Jette.rs are preferred.
hemia magazine, CUBA, G'ramma,
hose received prior to noon Frida
the official organ of the Cuban
·11 be considered for publication th
· Communist Party, and the North
·
Wednesday.
following
Vietnam Courier. "These publicalimitations, sho
space
of
Because
tions are received weekly by uniletters up to 300 words are preferred.
versities throught the nation.
The editor reserves the righfto shorten longer letters. Views expressed by
It seems a little ironic that so
the writers are ·their own, and do· no
many of our men are getting killed
necessarily reflect the opinion of Th
in Vietnam and yet no one stops
Oracle.
this propaganda that is three times
more dangerous than a Communist
bullet.
go.

IN COI\lPARISON to UWM, I find It
very hard to achieve the feeling of being
"inside" the University. I was a commuter in Milwaukee too, as were most of
the students, but I bad-the distinct sensation of being· inside the school.
I think no one would argue the point
that architectural · environment has a
great impact on human· behavior_. The
classrooms at UWM had many windows,
high ceilings, and were larger than those
at USF.
Our own small rooms, with carpeting
and no windows, are much superior in
establishing a good learning environment. However, when the student steps
oat of the classroom he is essentially
outside.
.In most of the classroo_m areas there
are no halls, instead we have open vistas
of lawn and sky and the school buildings
seem incidental. Very much in keeping
with the fine weather of Florida, but the
student seeks · out an inside place to satisfy his need for talk, rest or whatever
you ,vant to call · the non structured interaction that happens in a lounge.
·The center ·1ounges are eye appealing
and tastefully furnished bat somehow
come off more like a waiting room in a
dental office. One can often pick up the
subtle . air of unease in these lounges.
NO, IN SOME bard to d~fine way .

\

dents, scattered around the campus.
There is no secret plan for success.
Many churches, most coffeehouses, and
any random sample of students can explain what is needed. The faculty lounge
in the library ·serves as a good model to
start with if you can get an invitation to
see it.
As a matter of fact, the library lobby
is a far more pleasant place to spend
waiting for class than any of the lounges
in the center. Try both places for yourself and see if this isn't true. If we had
better places to be inside USF it might
help to save our collective soul!

Nigeria Ready To Mop Up Biafra
If the federal government does belatedly agree to permit an airlift after all,
that would not mean catastrophe had
been avoided. The catastrophe has already begun, and an airlift can only palliate it. Even that, if the Biafrans still
refuse supplies by road, will demand a
bigger and probably longer operation
than anyone has yet envisaged.

From The London Econonmt
,LONDON - Nigeria's federal Jeader,
General .Gowon, has repeatedly said that
he does not want either to slaughter or
to starve the Ibos of Biafra into surrender.
His recent restraint from ordering a
final assault on what is left of Biafra has
provided some evidence - and it was
needed - that the first half of this assurance could be accepted. What about the
second?
THE . FEDERAL government was
quite ready, it said, to let supplies go in,
after it had checked them, by track; but
not to let them be flown in direct, and
unchecked, to Biafran airstrips. The
mafrans were equally r!,!ady, provided it
was the other way about. Both ha~ their
reasons, and neither set of reasons was
convincing.
The feder_iil government was afraid
that the relief supplies might turn out to
include hand-grenades _and machine guns; and, ma9h less reasonably (since
a number of planes have already landed
on them), that the Biafran airstrips really were not suitable for heavy transport
planes.

~@~l
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The Great Killer

THE BIAFRANS may reject a iurrender of their independence in advance,
but they cannot seriously hope to ·retain
it in an eventual settlement. The aLagos
government equally cannot expect to
reconcile a people whom it has just subdued in a ferocious civil war· unless it offers them the breathing space · which it
foolishly refused 18 months ago.
The essential need is a. method of
guaranteeing the Ibos' physical security.
Here a Commonwealth force seems the
best bet (though it would be a better bet
without a British contingent, however
well meant the offer of one, and however
exaggerated the Biafran suspicion of
anything British).

.
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AND THAT in turn will mean the generous cooperation of governme11ts more generous than the attitude being
displayed in London where a government
that has ptit millions on to its export figures by selling arms to ½agos appeared
to think that the $600,000 promised for
relief by the Commonwealth Secretary
two weeks ago was really a very decent
sum and that cost would be a real obsta,
cle to a long-term airlift.
But it is also worth looking beyond
the immediate relief of starvation to the
problem of getting a ceasefire and even
to a politic?] settlement that might follow it. Here the prospects are still dark.
The federal government is sticking to
.its demand that the Biafrans abandon
the principle of independence even before :a ceasefire, and the Biafrans are as
determinedly refusing to start talking on
any such basis.
.., -- ··.;-~. GRANTED THAT those who .have appa rently lost a wa-r can hardly -expect to
behave as if they had won it, this is a
point on which the British government
could well use some of the influence it
claims to have in Lia.gos.
One wonders how far this influence
really extends: If Lagos is worried about
starvation in Biafra, British television
and newspapers have had more to do
with it than the British government. The ·
. government can now put its claims to
the test - if it will: content that the Ibos
are not actually being exterminated, it
still seems to reckon that all the preliminary concessions have to come from the
Biafran side.
That may be an error, bat certainly
later concessions will have to come from
the Bi!afrans ; and the disagreement that
delays a ceasefire might look a ilttle less
starkly black and white if the two sides
could be brought to some informal understanding of the broad outlines of what
would follow it.

Colonel Ojukwa's men argued that the
federal army might divert the supplies
to its own use, and in one sector of the
front appear to have produced evidence
that that had already happened .
THEY ALSO claimed that the Nigerians might poison. the food and last week
Colonel Ojakwu added the further," and
equally unconvincing, arguments that
the Nigerians had not enough lorries,
drivers or gasoline, that the rivers were
impassable and that anyway to accept a
land-lift would be taken as meaning that
he had abandoned the idea of an airlift.
It was not hard to see the "realpoli·
tik" behind all these arguments; and
Colonel Ojukwu, in particular, forfeited
some of the sympathy he had previously
·
enjoyed.

--
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End Of .Our National Adolescence
,,..

By JASON STRAIGHT
From The Alliga!or

University of F~rlda

America is entering -the post-puberty
period, the last stages of her national
adolescence. Jnyariably, this is instigated by a loss of innocence, and usually
followed by a subsequent identity crisis.
An example of a nation that has
recently undergone this change is England. Her loss of innocence was the 1956
Suez crisis. Her identity crisis has. continued through the past 12 years since
then, and if anyone doubts that England
has changed, one has only to look at the
present day mini-Britain as compared to
the still-glorious · Commonwealth of the
late 40s a_nd early 50s.
There are certain subjective impressions that an adolescent forms in his
mind as he growS' up, and · there is an
analogous national personality here in

season. The soccer team, after two consecutive state championships, is ready
for a bid to the NCAA Tournament. The
women's tennis team could receive a bid
as well as the baseball squad. USF
-swimmers could qualify for the NCAA
Swim Championships in both the University and College· divisions.
But the biggest boost is to the University's name. USF racked up a 69-32 mark
_last year for a .683 percentage, one of
the South's and nation's best. Few persons outside the Tampa Bay area ever
heard of that achievement.
USF President John Allen showed sTu'dents he could see the advan_tages of a
good athletic program when he changed
the policy to include more scholarship
help, and allowed USF teams to play oncampus games Friday afternoons.
NEXT YEAR could provide the big
breatkthroagh for South Florida sports.
The seven teams have progressed steadily in three years, finishing a little
stronger each season.
USF'5 soccer team could have conceivably won the NCAA championship either of the last two years. A bid next
year would give USF its first taste of
real big-college competition.
. No one can really predict how far off
football or basketball is at USF. No one
really knows.
But an NCAA championship would be a feather in USF's sports cap.

this country tliat - closely parallels this
youthful state of mind.
FIRST AND foremost, there is a feeling of immortality, of invincibility. P-ossibly down, bat never out. An adolescent
never thinks of death, never wonders
about it, never FEARS it.
Death happens only to old people who
have -lived the good life and now are no
longer Ulieful '(England)-.
· In the rare instances where a person
is struck down at an early age; then either it was his own fault, he was driving
too recklessly (The Third Reich, Red
China) ;· or it was an unexplicable bolt
out of the blue, an unavoidable accident
decided by·fate (Greece).
Americans feel that this country is
immortal; we are good and we will always triumph. We can't imagine anarchy in America, an Army coup, any kind
of dictatorship ; in short, we as a country, have been the national equivalent of
the physically healthy, well-dressed

naive middle-class teenager - a sort of
collective senior in high school waiting
for his acceptance from Yale or Cornell,
not at all' apprehensive of the rejection,
slip.

LIKE MOST youths, America has had
its rocky roads, its bad times. Bat' like
youth, America's memory represses
these bad times (The War of 1812, a
failing grade, the genocide of the American Indian) or else convinces itself that
the same mistake won't happen again,
we have learned oar lesson (The Civil
War), striking oat on a curve ball, (the
Depression).
Although we have done wrongful acts,
we really aren't a bad people. Just like
our mother and father will take care of
us in -times of stress, so also will God
watch over this teenaged America and
right any wrongs, soothe any pains.
And if we have any ailments (Pim•
pies, riots), they are nothing bat a

passing stage, a part of growing up, and
after a while they go away all by themselves.

Tms THEN is our America. We have
been the hero in our share of football
games (World Wars I and II), have romanced our share of attq1ctive women
(Puerto Ri,co, Philippines, SEATO,
NATO), thrown our share of hell-raising
parties (Hiroshima, Dominican Republic). But we've never doubted that we
were a good people, a nation of "mani!est destiny."
Until now.
For now we are witnessing a stampede. The do-nothing 50s have been obliterated by the shocking events of the
60s. The whole civil rights problem, the
war in Vietnam, the deplorable political
assassinations have all coalesced; we
are now a nation plagued by self-doubt
and ridden with dissent.
We have lost our innocence.

SOME CONCESSIONS might also be
ma.9-e (and might indeed be fairly readily conceded by the federal government)
on the exact .boundaries of the Ibo state.
But these could hardly be large. On the
12-state federal map, Biafra now coven,
three states. Colonel Ojukwu's claim that
he enjoys the loyalties of the non-Ibo
minorities in the east has never lbeen
very convincing. The old "eastern region" could hardly survive untouched in
· a country now divided into smaller units.
But the boundaries of the Ibo - "east
central" - state could be adjusted; and
some special arrangement would be desirable for Port Harcourt, whose population used to be essentially Ibo, though its
territory; historioally, was not. .,
Beyond these problems is the one of
drawing the Ibos back as fully as possible into Nigerian life without asking
them to run the risk of tribal slaughter.
This is the only way any solution wi:jl
last. The trouble is that any proposal
likely to succeed will be apt to resemble
broadly what Colonel Ojukwu was once
asking for - and indeed was promised
at _Abari in January, 1967, before the federal government withdrew its undertakings.
Is it too much to hope that the federal
government will have learned the wisdom .to grant a defeated people what it
would not give them undefeated?
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For Barren Northeast Brazil, A Glimmer Of Hope
ED. NOTE - Some 211 students from Yazigi Institute of
Sao Paolo, Brazil have arrived at USF for a summer of
English study. Sao Paulo is on
the Southeast coast of Brazil.
But to the north, their country
is having its problems.
From The

Economist

The principal product of the
Brazilian northeast is despair.
Its principal export is people.
Twice the size of France, the
northeast is the largest area
of hard-core poverty and
backwardness in the Americas.
The yearly income of its 27million people Is estimated at
$50 a head. Eighty per cent
live outside the cash economy. Half are illiterate. Nearly
as many exist on the brink of
starvation.
THERE ARE s c h o o I s
enough for one child in five.
Infant mortality is somewhere
between 300 and 600 per 1,000
births ; witness the rows of
tiny wooden coffins outside

Sandals
Bags
Hair Pieces
Ear Wires

the carpenters' shops.
Five years ago, the giant
northeasf seemed on the brink
of revolution. There was wid_espread popular discontent, fed
by stagnation and fanned by
Communist agitators.
Since then a fed~ral development program and largescale American aid have contributed to a modest economic
awakening. A hard-line military government, selectively
repressive, has- imposed a
patina of stability.
TODAY THERE is a glimmer of hope. The reason is a
new attitude towards the
droughts that afflict the interior of the northeast with unpredictable · irregularity - an
average of one every seven
years in this century.
The most recent, in 1958,
wiped out the holdings of 2million people, killed 90 per
cent of the livestock and savagely cut into the crops from .
several harvests.
·
For centuries, the . droughts

had been considered the cause cipal architect of Sudene a_nd
of the northeast's backward- its first superintendent, was
ness. Aker 1958, however, the one of the victims of the 1964
logic was reversed: perhaps revolution, but the generals
the droughts affected the who have been running the
northeast so disastrously be- · country since then have purcause the region was so piti- sued his concepts.
fully undeveloped and econoWhat makes Sudene more
mically stagnant to begin than just -another agency lawith.·
boring with limited funds
against growing problems is a
TO STIMULATE develop- powerful investment incentive
ment, a federal agency called known universally in Brazil as
the . Superinteqdency for the 34/18, after the. numbers of
Development of the Northeast the enabling legislation.
(Sudene) was created in. December 1959 and began work
THESE LAWS permit Braon infrastructure projects.
zilian firms to earmark up to
Dr. Celo Furtado, the prin- 50 per cent of their federal in-

come tax obligations - plus
varying amounts of their own
money - for new invesbnent
in the northeast.
Approved in 1961 and modified in 1963, the 34/18 laws
have had a noticeable effect
in the northeast in the past
year or two.
Sudene, which must approve all new investments
under these incentive laws,
has okayed more than 400
projects since 1963 - 154 of
them last year alone - ·and is
considering 130 . more. More
than $1-billion has been .invested under its auspices.

NEW INVESTMENT has
been so pronounced that one
American economist has ·estimated that by 1970 industrial
capacity in the n.ortheast will
be double what it was in 1963.
Most of the new industry
has been .aimed at producing
goods in the northeast _that
have traditionally been " imported" from Brazil's industrial south.
The new industries have
created 80,000 direct jobs and
four times as many indirect
ones in spite of the fact that
most are highly automated
and have not had the effect on
the northeast's unemployment
that Sudene would like
IT IS APPARENT, howev-

er, that only a trickle of the
new development is reaching
down into the lowest economic
levels and that the very· poor
- the great majority - are
no better off today than they
were before Sudene.
.Population growth of about
3 per cent a year is eating
away at the hard-won progress, and the threat persists
of future violence, and even
famine.

Despite Brazil's authoritarian government, the students,
the unions and the Roman
Catholic church in the north•
east are loudly voicing discontent.

_Skyway Drive In Theatre_.
Wed.• Thurs. - July 17, 1s·

2 COLOR HITS-

Liz Taylor

Richard Burton

"THE COMEDIANS"
Doris Do.r

"CAPRICE"

FREE PARKING • Ph. TAMPA 832-3S11

Fri.• Sat.• July 19, 20
3 COLOR HITS ·
Ed. G. Robinson

"GR4ND SLAM"
Elvis Preste.Y.

"nCKLE ME"
Alan Ladd

·

"GUNS ofTIMBtRLAND"

KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS

Sun.-Mon.•Tues-July 21,22,23 .
Ross Hag;n

Sewing and C0$1ume Suppli111

·

Dee Duffy

"THE HELLCATS" Color

• Millinery and Needle Point

Spiderwoman

"SPIDER BABY"
Storts 8:30 :

. Adm. 50c

~la. Ave. & Fowler Ph. 935-8168

HOW
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Vests
Belts
Skirts
Moccasins

ALL ITEMS CUSTOM MADE

306 N. DALE MABRY·

·NOWOPE·N
Serving America's Greatest Hamburger at

TERRACE PLAZA

· Northeasters Find Water Where They Can.

56th ST. N.
Temple Ter,race

IS .Y OUR· MONEY· EARNING THE
HIGHEST RATE SAFELY?

OUR READERS WRITE

Classified ~dvertisement

EDITOR:
I would like to take thfa opportunity, both as an exNAME___.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
student of USF and the Florida staff member of the South. ADDRESS.- - - - - - - - - - ern Student Orgianizing ComPH ONE
"'
mittee (SSOC), to congratu·ij·
----------------late Ray Hooks, Dean Wunij_·
.,.
l~i1. derlich and the other people ·
IB
.
·~
involved with the local StuClassified Advertising Rates
dents for a Democratic Society (SDS) in exposing the true
~ . 3 lines (27 characters) .. ......... 50C:i<
nature of the system at USF.
1.,.:.
,.. · Add 1t·10n·al 1·1nes ••••••.• .:. • • •.• • 1Sc ,i·:'· In the short while that I at[ _· R
t d 2-4 •
· 45 *
teneded USF, I helped to
~
epea e
ISSUeS • • • • • ; • • • • • • • C
found the Students for Peace
More than ·4 issues • • • • • • • • •.• • • • 40c* t and Freedom · (SPF). The
j
§ Administration p u t us
ffi through the same grind ·t hat
COPY
they put SDS through only
they allowed us on campus.
i-~- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _........._ _ _ _ _ _ __- ried
Obviously,
they
were not
worabout us
shaking
up their
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· little assembly line as they
are now.
Whether the local SDS is affiliated with the national js irrelevant. As in the - entire
"New Left Movement," local
Number of lnserts:-(Datesl------chapters are strictly autonomous.
Rate/insert *'
x - - - # of issues
THERE IS NO "SD·s line"
on
a nationwide basis. The AdTo~al Cost$ ·
·
ministration however ·makes
Deadline for copy and payment Friday 2 p.m.
·
.
the statement that "the naIf errors occur, Notify Oracle office the Day of the error. No
tional student organization,
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SDS, has to evidence on other
college and university oampuses, a· philosophy or program consistant with the policies of the University USF."
What~ver the ·national program SDS has disembodied in
the .preamble to the SDS Constitution. "SDS is an association of young people · to the
left. It seeks to create a sustained community of eduoational ·and political concern;
one bringing together ·liberals
and radials, activitsts and
scholars, students and faculty.
"It maintains a vision of a
democratic society, where at
all levels the people have control of the decisions which affect them and the resources
on whcih they are dependent."
·
By reading this it is obvious
that Dean Wundelich is admitting the anti-democratic, totJalitarian · nature of •the Uni~
versity. Many students realize
that this is the case but it is
rare to find ~n administrator
who agrees with the students'
analyses.
More power to all those involved in the struggle for Social Change. SDS, SSOC and

your. money earns. Our guaranteed
high rate, accrued monthly, helps you
.
get the most out of every dollar saved -

many other· groups · and indi- .
victuals are engaged in this
struggle. We are fighting
reactionary
administrators,
petty bureaucrats and ·apathy
aqd cynicism, · to say~nothing
of fear.

with insured safety. If you're not

sure that your savings are earning the maximum, safely, come in and talk
your savings program over with us. No .obligation!
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Wise savers know there's more to saving than just banking money regularlr

No Charge 011 Over $7.00 Order

Horth.last T11mp1 Area
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Catt ·us Far Tliose tat, Nita Snaeis
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Editor:
I would like to commend
Connie Haigley on the article
"Fourth of July Needs to
Have a New Meaning," pres ented in the July 3 Oracle.
Besides being a realistic
outline of what should be done
to achieve this new meaning,
it also served as a warning
against the idea of worshipping American History (right
or wrong) merely because it
is our . "history lady" and
against the militant nationalism which, too often, passes
for true patriotism.

More articles such as · this
should have appeared in more
newspapers instead of the
"stirring" words that have
been stirring in the same old
pot for so many years that
there's hardly a flame left to
warm them.
MRS. M. J. NASH
3PSY and Co-op Wife
Wallops Island, Va.
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WHITE AND
"" Holding hands at the
Equator, the mother and children protected from malaria
· by UNICEF in a single year
would circle the globe.
v U the children protected
by UNICEF from tuberculosis
marched four abreast, in rows
two feet apart, their processio~ would circle the globe.
~ ter. UNICEF is their friend.
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BRAZILIAN'S IMPRESSION OF USF

Jose Says, 'And The Machines You Stick
Your Money In And Nothing ·Come Out'
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writ.er

Jose Eduardo Na.me (people
always think he is trying to
say Jose Eduardo-my name)
and Ivan Matins de Silveira
speak good English, to the
point, choppy, but understandable. They are both college
students from Brazil here for
the English Language Institute.
They both agree that being
able to speak and write English will be important to them.
Jose said, "in University,
English books only, very few
translations."
They thought all the Brazilians here were having a good
time, and that only a few·
came .for "sight see tour."
Their main concern is their
country and · what learning
English can do for Brazil.
When asked for their reason
for attending the institute,
they replied · without hesitation, "to learn the English."

The Brazilian Stud en ts Arrived At Argos

"BRAZIL, LIKE American
has large middle class, few
rich, and many poor." Both
Ivan and Jose want to be doctors and complain of much
"bad health" and many "children deaths."
They stressed their country's need for engineers, scientists, and doctors.
They believed it was important to get Americans interested in Brazil.
They were proud of their
growing country which "is
progressing and has many
new factories," and felt that
American business had not

•

•

•

BOTH LIKED THE United
States and USF and wished
their visit could be longer
than three weeks. They
agreed it was important to
come to the United States, because "there not much chance
to speak English in Brazil.
Many people speak, but we
shamed, because we no speak
that well yet."
Their parents and friends
encouraged the trip, but were
afraid ·the students would be
disappointed with Americans.
Jose said, "They say Americans no help us learn the English, but this no true."
. Most of the students are as
Jose said, "how you say,
comfortable," and can afford
the trip, but they are socially
conscious of their country.

exploited their country. Both
had relatives working for
American companies.
THE ONE THING they
liked about America the
most was what they broadly
defined as "freedom." They
were talking about the personal freedoms of speech, dress,
and conduct. "We not slaves,
we free, but Americans you
do what you want. No one, as
you say, have any strings attached to you. People not depend as much on each other."
Both were enjoying their
stay. Their schedule includes
four hours of class in the
morning, - sightseeing t o u rs
throughout Florida, and dances and parties held for them
at school. They have also met
some of our Spanish-speaking
students and have gone to
Ybor City.
What spare time they have
they spend at the pool or in
the cafeteria and coffee shop.
They enjoy the University
Center's color TV.
·
THE BRAZILIANS HAVE
tremendous pride in their
country and held it as a
model for the United States.
"We have many religions and
races, but no problems."
Their political life, like all
South American countries is
not yet mature and stable, but
Jose and Ivan believe that the
"many problems can be
solved."
Both had different ideas
about solving 'the problems of
their country. They criticized
the Alliance for Progress as
being "what you call bureaucracy where people no see
money/ ' but- appreciated the
concern of America.
Many times the interview
was interrupted as both Jose
and Ivan would collaborate on
an answer. Both. seemed satisfied with the program so far
and they found no severe criticismJ of USF.

•

And Headed For The Pool

WHEN ASKED IF anything
bothered them in particular
about the University or the
United States, they went into
a long discussion. They
agreed that "the food here, it
how you say, have no enough
ingredients, spices." Then
Jose added, "and the machines you stick your money
in and have nothing come
out."
Brazilians h a v e discovered America.

A Few Students Arrived Late

Spent A Few Hours

•

. .. And

Began Their English Language Course

cl

PHOTOS BY

i ENGLISH-PORTUGUESE GLOSSARY
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II The .Oracle ''Pocket-Brazil''
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Peace- paz
War - _guerra
How are you - como vai
voce
Let's go swimming
vamos nadar
What tj.me is it - que horas sao
Where's Mr. Fischer onde esta a Senhor Fischer
How's the weather - Como
esta o tempo
What's for dinner - a que

tern para jantar
Pass the salt - passe o sa1
Are you a Brazilian - voce
e um Brasileiro
Got a cigaretle- tern um
cigarro
When are you going - onde
voce val
Do you have a car - voce
tern um carro
I love you - ev amo voce
Do you have a party today

- voce vai em algu-ma festa
hoje
Kiss me - beije-me
Hug - abrace-me
You are beautiful - voce e
bonita
Do you like Brazil - voce
gosta do Brazil
Let's go sit at a table--vamos sentar naquela mesa
(cadeira)
Money - dinheiro
US $ - cruzeiro
Beer - cerveja

• • •

And Found New Friends
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DeSoto 15th High-Rise l safuri Club Brings 1~
I
1 0~CLE

In National Plan Of 50
By JOHN THOMSON
Staff Writer
The green tinted concrete
slab west of Fontana Hali,
towering thirteen stories into
the sky, is the nearly completed DeSoto Hall.

'Cool' Wild Life·

By DAVID CHATHAM
by the operation's own staff.
Allen and O'Hara, responsiSta.ff Writer
This staff will doctor the ble for 160 Holiday Inns, 14 of
•
A new. .college night spot,
meals with $300,000 worth of which they own, plan to conThe Safari Club, is going up
stainless . steel appliances. A timi.e the construc;tion of on the ever-develop·,ng 30th
,
60-table private banquet room high-rise ~ormitories
in Flori- Street strip south of the Uniwill be made available to any da and throughout the nation. versity.
University group wishing to ______::...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
utilize it.

It is the fifteenth high-rise, _
TO THE BACK of the apartdormitory-apartment building
designed and constructed by ments are handball courts. of
Allen and O'Hara, Inc. 1s part the same mold as on campu_s ,
of a S50-million dollar nation- 323 paved parking spaces and
wide project financed by
ten acres of weeds which repNorth West Life Insurance
resent the next phase of the
Company.
Fletcher Avenue complex DeSoto closely resembles its
216
more apartments.
sister dorm, Fontana, which
Completion is scheduled for
was the fourteenth building of
the program ; the purpose of August, leaving it ready for
both being to supplement on~ its Fall occupants. Rates will
be the same as Fontana, (avcampus housing.
eraging approximately $4.80
ACCORDING TO Hu g h per day).
Westfall, general manager,
Peter McPhee, a 26-year,old
the new building has the same
graduate of William and
basic floor plan and furnishMary, former hotel manager
ings as Fontana, but will be
at Florida State University,
slighly improved with a sprinand presently assistant mankling of additions to heighten
ager at the St. Petersburg
the level of student leisure, In
Yacht Club, will be the tower
a striving for "a lot more
public space" DeSoto is being manaier.
equipped with a larger pool
area circumscribed by a
wind-breaking wall and an
extra array of "Kiva's" or
lounge areas.
In the 500 seat, pagoda-style
dining room, where the carpenters spent three weeks on
the woodwork alone, students
will dine in the "scramble"
fashion, eating food prepared

:iI""

MISS NORDA Riese, holder
of a Michigan State degree,
will act as resident instructor
for women and John Hopkins,
from the University of East
Texas, will council the men;
The young DeSoto administration will average out to a 24
year post-adolescence, which
manager Westfall says will
"speak the language."

POSTERS - CLOTHING.
JEWELRY - POTTERY
HEADGEAR
8231 NEBRASKA AVE.

:VOLKSWAGEN-SERVICE
"special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
-- Administration Bldg.-·at
8:15 A.Nft
Return Trip 4:~0 P.M.

by appoint~nt 935-112@
Bir~song Motor~inc.
'..
...=
,,

.,. . .

.

Is the glass

CLASSIFIED ADS
I ~~~~
!f 1 AUTOMOTIVE
bedroom house. Partially furto arrest and conviction of
""

The club will have its ovm
variety of Alfrican wild life
when it opens in mid-August
to the croon of jazz, pop music
and plasma lights, but the spot

·
Need a new or used car? Call
your personal USF rep. "Vet"
Thomas at Strickland Auto
Plaza 15000 US19 Clwt. 531-5875
____________

3. FDR RENT

2

rushed. Center of Lutz on Lake
Lutz. 103rd 1st Ave. N.W. Call
949-4879.
-----------3 Rm., Furnished Garage Apartment in Temple Terrace, $75.,
Water Furnished. Call 988-3455.
----------5 FOR SALE
·
MG
.
ft d
$r
A parts. new 1e
oor 0 ·
and hood $15. Call 988-4408 after
5 p.m.

ing

person or persons who stole
black cloth top from_ 62 MG
parked ?n Jot 3 _b;hind TAT
7-2-68, 9.20 a.m.-1. la _p.m. 714
Keelmg St., Brooksville, Fla.
796-4580.
------------

__________
15. SERVICES OFFERED
Trailer Lots, Trailers, Campers
.
& Campsites for rent on LakeDay Nursery and ~ndergarten
10 min from USF 949-5762
Open year round with expert su.
·
·
pervision and instruction SafetyThe club, owned by Mr. and Newly-decorated room Kitchen
Land-13202-15th St. See Page 6.
Mrs. Hector Vila, Inc., will be priv. Reasonable. Tel. 239-6951
at the defunct Whataburger
Drive-In on 30th Street. The
building is being remodeled
and expanded. The decor will
By PHILIP RUNNELS
self well with a horsey · be African, and the girls who
News Edit.or
swagger and crude but pur~ work in the Safrari Club will
wear short safari jacket-skirts
A Taste of Honey produced poseful antics.
Joseph John D'Esposito won with the ~en wearing turbans
a large helping of English
sweetness in the guise of Miss rounds of laughter from the and Nehru jackets.
Students who are interested
audience in the role of GeofHeidi Jones.
TWO UFS STUDENTS
The. Experimental Theatre frey , a not so heterosexual art Darrell Dibona, a sophomore in becoming members of
production spotlighted her in student. ~cting "just like a in advertising and B i 11 Kappa Delta Pi, an Honor Sothe role of Josephine, a quick big sister" to Jo, D'Esposito Humphries, a sophomore in ciety in Education, should
witted kid from the English found the necessary charac- political science - are acting
apply in EDU 316. Deadline
slums who had a deeper un- terization to effectively define as advertising agents for the
for
application will be today.
the
part.
derstanding of life than her
club.
~der contemporaries.
A JOSEPH Argenio came
The requirements for mem- Wanted - Female roommate
Dibona said the club has
Saturday, Miss Jones left on strong as the one-eyed
been
in
the
actual
planning
bership
are junior or senior share 2 bedroom apartment. Call
nothing to- be desired in her Peter, Helen's lushy husband.
stage for about a year but in standing or full admission to 988-2137.
part as she wove her plight Throwing his burly frame
with perfect accentuation and about the set, A-rgenio domi- the·Vilas' minds for about five graduate program, 18 quarter
years, since the time they
believable characterization.
nated the action during his
managed
the first teenage hours in education completed,
DiRECTED BY R o b e r t appearances as his hand
dance
spot
in Tampa, the in l)rogress or programmed;
Erwin as part of his senior roved over Helen's derriere
"Old
FCA
Dance
Center."
An overall grade point averNORTH GATE
project, the production of She- and his tongue lashed Geofe.
The
bands
will
be
mostly
age of 3.10 minimum for unlagh DeLaney's play was fery's dubious character.
SHOPPING
given to the audience in the ·
In his initial stage appear- ~oul groups including local dergraduates; For graduate
CENTER
round. Erwin dealt with the ance, Otha F'avors Jr. played and national name bands, Di- students a minimum grade
problems that arose with keen the part of the Negro sailor bona said.
point average of 3.25.
professionalism. Much ingenu- boy who cashed in on Jo's pu"WE ARE GOING .to let the
ity- was ·obvious and its result shaky, Favors presented him- USF . fraternities, sororities
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
An application fee of $3. is
surpassed a few lags present rity. Although he seemed and clubs use the parking l:)t required when application is
For Faculty and Students
because of the limited.produc- shakey, Favors persented for 0ar washes, use the facili-plusmade as an initi;:ttion fee and
tion area.
self believably.
ties for functions, and if we
SR 22's filed.
Karen Spadacene portrayed
Adding an enjoyable musi- need the place painted, we'l~ • first year dues of $17 which
Helen, Jo's gold digging booz- cal motif to the production let these University organiza- will be collected, due in NoLocated Next to Kirby's Northgate
ing mother. Adapting herself were Paddy Mitchell, Paul tions do it instead of profes- vember or December.
~s the bed hopping br oad, Shane, D. R. Bump and sionals. We ,vant to help the
Miss ·Spadacene carried her- Barry Simms.
campus out," Dibona said.
He said the under-21 college
crowd needs a place to go
where they will not bump into
the high school students. To
get in the Safari Club, a stuOpen until 1 A.M.
dent wiH need his University
ldentificiation card. The cost
will be $1.50 per student and
no alcoholic beverages allowed.
Membership cards will
Phone
CTR 203.
Official Notices
Office Methodologies, .!J a.m ., CTR 252 also be available.
Bulletin Board notices should be sent E & W.
935-3985
10124 Florida Ave.
DIRECT to: " Director, Campus Publica•
Developmental Reading, College Bound,
During the week nights
tiol\S, CTR 223" by Wednesday noon for 6:3-0 p.m., CHE 103.
publication the following Wednesday.
UPWarcl Bound, 7 p.m., RAR 235.
the club may be open for the
935-8024
10200-30th St.
Send news it ems direct to " Editor, The
Sahai Club, 7: 30 p.m., CTR 205.
_students to study and eat or
Oracle CTR 222," ext. 619.
.
FRIDAY
909.W. Kennedy Blvd.
254-7461
Images Of war Exhibit, all day, CTR , relax, he said. From Sunday
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT m ay 108.
be checked ollt in Gym 105. Golf clubs,
Reading far Junior High, 8 a.m. CTR to Thursday, the club may be
tennis racquels, basketballs, volleyballs, 202.
Tampa~s Finest and Newest Sandwich Shops
bicyc les, and many other items are availReading fof' College Bound, 8 a.m., open for Pepsi-Colas and pizable . Recreational kits of sports equip- CTR 203.
..
.
za with a juke box -and lots
ment are avai lable for picnics and outChristian Science Organization, 2 p.m.,
ings. Equipment Room hours: _
of comfort;:tble chairs. in the
CTR 202.
Where Better Sandwiches .are Mad·e
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Movie: " Americanization of Emily,"
lounge for studying;
Saturday, 10 a.m . to 6 p.m.
7:30 p.m ., FAH 101.

'A Taste

will not be the usual psychedelic night club but more sedate with more danceable
music.

Of Honey' W~s

A Very Sweet Production·

Kappa Delta Pi

~ow. Accepting

'Applications

ALLSTATE

Phone 932-4337

of :Sandwich

Sunday, 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
SWIMMING POOL hours are:
Monday-Friday, 12 :30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m .
Saturday-Sunday, 1 p.m. to 6 p.m .
Monday-Wednesday-Fri day, 8 p.m. lo 10
p.m. Childr en under 7 years of age must
be accompanied bY an adult 14 years or
older.
GOLF COURSE Is open from 8 a.m. to
dark weekdays; 7 a.m : to dark on Saturday, su~day . and holidays. Call 988-1635
for further informalion.
1969 AEGAN reservations ere now
being accepted In the Office of Campus
Pub lications, CTR 223. No books will be
distributed next mid-May without advance reservation from stUdents, faculty
and staff at Sl t ota l cost (Sl.50- if the book
is to be mailed). Reservations -will close
Jan. 15. 1969.
1968 AEGEAN distribution to t hose who
.reserved copies is expected before t he
end Of summer session. watch The Oracle for announcement of dates.

Campus Date look

SATURDAY
Movie: "Americanization of Emily,"
7:30 p.m., FAH 101 .
Stereo Dance, 9 . p.m., Cenfer west
Patio.
SUNDAY
Florida Council Of Churches committee
on Higher Education, 8 a.m., CTR. 252 E
&W.
Signa Nu, 7 p.m ., CTR 203. ,
.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7 p.m., CTR 251.
MONDAY
Florida Council of Churches, a a.m.,
CTR 252.
· TUESDAY
Florida Coun~il of Churches, 8 a .m.,
.CTR 252.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 24, 1968
Bridge Tournament, 7 p.m., CTR 255-6

Co-O'p Education

'
TODAY
Information Session, 2 p.m., ENG 3; all
students welcome to discuss applications
possible emp loyers, assignments etc.

Co-Op Placement

More than 150 employers ar e currently
Times and places of organizations seeking USF students for Cooperative
m eeling regularly are posted on the Uni- Educat ion Training assignments for Quarversity Center lobby bulletin boards.
ter 1 Trai ning Period starling Monday,
Sept. 9 • .Some openiQgs ar e also listed for
TODAY
Quarter II. Additional Information is
Images of War Exhibit, all day, CT-R available in the Co-Op office, ENG 37,
108.
ext. 171 . The following are some of the
If you think it's half empty,
Reading for Junior High, 8 a.m., CTR employers seeking Co-op students and t he
mayoe the Peace Corps is not for 202.
area desired.
Reading for College Bound, 8 a.m.
LIBERAL ARTS
you.
CTR 203.
Art _or Pre-Architecture: Gener a I SerIf you think it's half full,
Creative Ari Class Luncheon, 12: 15 vices Administration, Washington, 0 .C.;
you'v~ got the first thing we look p.m., CTR 255-6.
NaNonai Park Service, Wash ingt on, D.C.
Veterans Club, 2 p.m., CTR 47.
· Bacteriology: Food and Drug Admin isfor
U.C. ·Photo Club, 2 p.m., CTR 213. !ration, Washington, D.C. and Atlanta.
in Peace Corps people.
Mfft the Author - James Mccague, 2
Biology: Argonne Nationa l Laborator y,
Optimism.
p.m., CTR 252 E & W.
Argonne, Ill. ; Bureau of _Commercial
Educational
Council
Coffff,
2
p.m
.,
Fishe
ries, Various locations in the SouthIf you want to know more
202 C,
.
east in Flor ida. and S.C.; Bureau · of
about what it talces to pass muster l!!DU
Bridge Tournament, 7 p,m., CTR 255..S. Sport Fisheries & Wildli fe, Atlanta ; EnAn Eve11ing on Tunisia, 7 p.m ., CTR ce;,halitic Research Center, T ampa; Food
in the Peace Corps, write us.
248.
·...._
and Drug Admin istration, Washington,
The Peace Corps, Washington,
Lyons Club, 7:30 p.m ., CTR 200-203, 251 . D.C. ; Game & Fresh Water Fish ComSports Car Club, 8 p.m. CTR 226. mission, Various Jocations in F la.; Ma_D.C. 20525.
THURSDAY
rineland, SI. Augustine;
U.S. Coast
Images of war Exhibit, all , day, CTR Guard, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval
108.
Oceanographic Office, Washinglon, D.C.;
Reading for Junior High, 8 a.m., CTR VITRO, Englin Air Force Base, F la.
202.
Chemistry, Argonne National LaboratoRead ing for College Bound, 8 a.m., ry, Argonne, Ill.; Central Intelligence
- --.-.-.-.- .- .- .-.-.-:,-.-.-.- .- .-:,
- .-.-.
-.-.-.-.- .- ""
- .-.-.-.-:,-.-.-.-.-:,-:,-.~--.-.-.- .- .- .- .-.-.-:,-:,-.-.-.
- .- .-.-.
- .-.-.-.-.- .- .- .-.-.-.-.-.-.-:,
- .-:,
- .-.-.-...
Agency, Washington, D.C.; Defense Per"'
sonnel Support Center, Philadelphia; E. I.
DuPont De Nemours & Co., Alken, S.C.;
Food and Drug Administra t ion, Washington, D.C.; General Electric co., Rome,
Ga.; Genera l Services Administration,
Washington , O.C.; Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; International
M inerals & C~mica l Corp., Bartow; Kaiser Agriculture Chemicals, Tampa; Nav al
Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Md.; Picallnny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.; Rayonier,
Inc., Jesup, Ga.; Smith-Douglass Divj sion, Plant City; Union Carbide Corp.;
Oak R idge, Tenn. ; U.S. Army Missile
Command, Huntsville Ala.; U .S. Phosporic Products, Tampa.
En9lish; NASA (various space centers), various locations; U.S. Army Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala.; Office of
Educa tion, Washington. D.C.; University
of South Florida, Tam pa.
,
Geography: Central Intelligence Agency, · Washington, D.C.; Environmental
Science Services Administr alion,. Washington, o .c. & other areas.
Geology: Cenlral lntelllgence Agency,
Washington, D.C.; Environmenta l Science
Services Administ rat ion, Rockvil le, Md.;
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington , D.C.
History: Gener al Services Administcal ion, Atlanta; National Archives and Rec. ords Service, Wa shington D.C.; Alexandria, Va. ; and A!Janta ; National Park Service. New York City and Washington,
D.C.; Office of Education, Washinglon,
D.C.
F lorida
Council
for
J ournalism :
Prevention of Blindness, Tampa ; NASA ,
v arious Space Centers; The Tampa
T imes, The Tampa Tribune.
Marine Biology : (See biology)
Malhematic.s: Argonne Nat iona l Laboratory, Argonne, 111.; Boeing, Huntsville,
Ala.; Cenlral I ntelligence Agency, Washington, D.C.; City of Tampa Compt roller's
Office,
Tam pa;
E nvironmental
Science Services Administration, Rockvi lle, Md.; Florida Power Corp., St. Petersburg; Ford M otor Co. Detroit; Genera I Electric Co., Cape Kennedy; Gulf
Life Insurance Co., J·acksonvllle; Jntl'rnal ional Business Machines. Huntsville,
A la.; Lockheed-Georgia Co.; Marietta,
Ga. ; NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbell, Md.; NASA-Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston ; NASA-WallopS Station,
Wallops I sland, Va. ; Nava l Ship Research
& Development Center, Washinglon, D.C. ;
Southern Bell, various locations in Fla.;
Picatinny Arsena l, Dover, N.J.; Union
Carbide, Oak Ridge, Tenn.; U.S. Army
Missil e Command, Hunstville, Ala. ; U.S.
Naval Oceanographic Washington, D.C.;
U.S. Nava l Training Device Center, Or·
lando.

half empty or

half ful.l?

HUNGRY?
TRYA

a;.

LET'S All GO TO BURGER CHEF

·················································-···········

HAMBURGERS

- ½ PRICE! .

During our Grand Opening Celebration Temple Terrace sto_re only• .

at new

No limit on quantity!

MUSIC! 'PRIZES! GIFTS!.
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY#

July 18, 19 & 20

···············································~·············

Home of the WorldS Greatest Hamburger
OPEN FLAME BROILING
MAKES THE DELICIOUS DIFFERENCE
Prime steak favor ls sizzled right Into every
100% pure beef Buraer Chef hamburger.

BURGER CHEF SPECIALTIES
Big Shef • • •

....

45¢

Cheeseburger• • • • • • 25¢
Double Cheeseburger. • • 39¢
fish Sandwich • • • • • 30¢
Coffee • -• • •

•• • •
Orange Drink. • • • ••
Root Beer. • • • • • •
Coca Cola.
• • • ••
■

Apple Turnover • •

...

12¢
10¢-20¢
10¢-20¢
10¢-20¢
20¢

ATTHE

PIZZA HUT
8426·N. FLORIDA
PH. 935-0512

3405 E. HILLSBORO
PHONE 238-1212
716 DALE MABRY - PHONE 877-1912

Just south of Busch Blvd., Temple Terrace
{H~mburgers at 112 Price at this s tor~ only}

FREE DONKEY CART RIDES! JOHNNY REBEL IN PERSON! .
HEAR THE KING H.5. BAND!

17,
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Upward Bound

I
Communal
LivilJg
On
Students

Bridge Narrowing Gap

"It's knowing I'm not
shackled by forgotten
words and bonds and the
inkstains that have dried
upon some line ..• ,,
By l\lARGIE SISK
Associate Editor

By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Staff Writer

As record echoed throughout the almost empty cafeteria, the couple across from
me looked at each other and
smiled.
Jan, a petite, 22-year-old
blonde commented to me
"that's it. That song expresse;
the way Pete and I feel about
our life together."

Project Upward Bound is
working.
Eighty-per cent of the 1965
and 1966 Upward Bound students who bridged (graduated
from high school and left their
Upward Bound programs) entere4 college in the fall oi
1967.
PETE, BRUSHING his ldng
Recent data on the group of
hair aside added, "You know
1965 graduates, who are now
we really are quite average
in their junior year, disclosed
students in most respects. We
that the dropout rate is 33 per
are of middle class backcent (which is approximately
ground, attending a state unithe same rate as the entire
versity. The only difference is
college population). The high
that we live together_;,
admission rate for the UpLunch Time
A small apartment close to
ward Bound students - 80 per
campus
has been their home
cent compared to 65 per cent UpWll;rd Bound Students take a. break from bas been reserved for their use this summer.
for
the
past
six months. Pete
Photo by Sid Gibson
for the general high school stndymg,. for lunch in Argos Cafeteria., which
commented, "She's the best
population - is exceeding
roo~ate in the world. I
IN AN OVERVIEW of their hope, someday, to marry
well above the average drop- enrolled in the program at
Thirty-four per cent of these
USF 92 per cent of the origi- students scored above 300 on first year of operation with her."
out rate.
OF THE 95 seniors who nal group remained with the the Florida Twelfth Grade the 1967 graduates, the USF
Shocking? Indecent? Abnorstaff found some guidelines mal? Not for these college
Placement test.
graduated in 1967 and were program.
Comparative a c a d e m i c that have helped them in their students and many like them.
achievement statistics for the planning. 1) Applying for ad- To a growing · number of
1968 ·program will not be mission and financial aid can- young adults across the Units
not be left solely up to the stu- ed States, this is a good way
available until August.
The 1966 testing pointed out dent. 2) Colleges are eager for to live.
·
New Air Conditioned Facility Serving Hot Meals and
that the USF Upward Bound the students when they are
Offering Expert Supervision
tt
JAN SAID, "Sure we want
population had an average admissable. 3) Negro students
Mon.• Sat.
£j
reading level that placed are sometimes reluctant to to get married, but right now
OSF
them at the 28th percentile. accept a full-support scholar- we have so many obligations
Two months later, the aver- ship from a predominantly outside ourselves that it would
age reading level for the white school. 4) Funds inde- be unfair to think of marrying
group as a whole reached the pendent of Project Upward now.
"Both -of us have to finish
Bound budgets need to be
56tp percentile.
school. Pete doesn't want to
sought.
THIS
MEANS
THAT
stu5)
Follow-up
contract
Phone 935-5107
13202 15th St.
dents who lacked motivation will prove important in giv- be married until fie has a job
prior to their Upward Bound ing emotional support and and feels that he can support
. a wife. In my case, my parexperience have seen college maintaining motivation.
ents are paying for my schoolas a future goal.
"EVEN WITH financial aid ing and I hope to be able to
However, one of the biggest
problems confronting the US most of the students will have get a good job, in my vocation
counselors has been process- to tighten their belts, shop for so that I can pay them back.
"Pete and I are both indisecond-hand text books, and
ing the students through college applications and locating work during university or col- viduals. We are separate peolege vacation periods," ple and neither of us have enfinancial aid.
1
Many of the students said quipped a couple of Upward countered all the experiences
they had applied to colleges Bound staff members in a re- · that we hope to. Being marand secur,:e d financial aid, but cent magazine article. They ried, raising children, settling
in reality they had not even added that these students are down, well we're just not
begun these· procedures. The "realizing their capacities and ready for that yet."
staff took on the additional growing into their own best
LIKE ANYONE doing any. job of helping them to do this. selves."
thing that varies from the
norm, Pete and Jan have run
into some problems.
"Pete and I have told most
of our frie:qds. Many of them
have come to visit us, some
are in situations similar to
ours.'
Even those who have strong
convictions against our way of
By PAULINE ROAT
the speakers at the award
. living have not changed their
Correspondent
dinner.
opinions of us as people, as
The F,]astern Federation of
The Smithsonian Institution their friends."
Mineralogical and Lapidary exhibit contained about a
"NEITHER OF US have
Societies met in Tampa for half-million dollars worth of told our parents. Some day we
gems, including Topaz, Aqua- hope -we will' be able to conthree days last month.
vince them that what we are
Highlight o~ the convention marine and Tourmaline.
doing is not wrong, is quite
Exhibits were entered from wonderfully right."
was a Gem and Mineral show
Pete's blue eyes clouded for
held at the Curtis Hixon HalL 22 states, The District of Coa
nµnute, then he continued.
The Tampa ·Bay ,a rea has lumbia, Canada and the Pana- "I feel bad about them not
deposits of agatized coral and ma Canal Zone in competitive knowing, but they would be
one of the outstanding exhib- and non-competitive classes.
terribly hurt if they found
its was a display of these
DONNA THOMPSON, 4GLY out."
semi-precious stones which described the show as "fabu"They are not able to acrange from pastels to jet lous." Miss Thompson and cept standards that are the
black.
Mary Riggs, 4GLY acted as opposite of their own as readiclerks
for the judges on ly as we have been able to."
RALPH G. STEVENSON,
Thursday.
They had helped
assistant professor of GeoloWHAT TYPE of relationprepare
the
display entered ship do these young adults
gy, was one of ten speakers
on the various programs by the USF Geology Club and feel they have?
scheduled during the conven- Department. The display was
"It's very special actually,"
9302 • 30th Street
tion. Paul E. Desautels,min- titled 'Economic Minerals Jan reached for Pefe's hand.
eral curator of the Smith- from Classic Ore Deposits .'
'll: OPENING SOON *
"When he walks out of the
sonian Ins titution was one of
Miss Thompson related an door I know that he will come
incident of interest to USF as back not because of some
it involved Bill Harrison III a wr itten contract, or social obgraduate student. The young ligation but because he wants
Tampan ha d entered an elab- to come back to me."
"Eventually we hope to bring
orate display in the Fossils
to our marriage more of ourclass.
selves and to our children "
When an additional judge Pete concluded.
'
was needed for that clru,s,
YOUNG COUPLES in this
fj:arrison disqualified his own
exhibit so that he could assist situation, there are In¥Y, all
the Federation by acting as se~m to a gree with Jan and
For
the second impartial judge for Pete about living together.
Most young couples are
· that class.
struggling through college and
AMONG THE others from · could never afford a marUSF who helped in various riage. In this living situation
ways was Bill Mathis, a Geol- both of them bring equally
what they can.
ogy major, alumni '68.
There is no " breadwinner"
Besides · novice, a dvanced no "housekeeper." Just two
and master classes f o r people living together,, just
entries, ther e was a society of two roommates.
BLUE PLATE "SUMMER" SPECIAL
dealers and professional jewMEAT - VEGETABLE - SALAD - ROLL - DRINK
elers. Some of the exhibits
will be shown at the national
N°0RfK CAFETERIA
All for Only 75~
convention which will be held Softball Games
in August in Normal, Ill.

DAY NURSERY
·&KINDERGARTEN ·

t

I

OPPORTUNITY
15

COMING

WATCH!!

COMMUNAL living, on the
large scale, is also another favorite living situation among
college students.
In a large house on the outskirts of town is a family of
six. The "family" is composed of four women all 22
and two men, 23 and 21.
The group has been together for two months now. Many
of its members have been living in the house much longer,
some for almost a year.

EACH PERSON has their
own bedroom, with the exception of Mike and Ann. They
share one small section of the
house, with a large bedroom
and their own bath. The kitchen is quite large with a big
table so everyone can be together at meals.

The Rise/ I,~
,Il

We all get along so great. We
you
know."
As far as practical matters
go, there is no set schedule
for any work. "Eyeryone just
pitches in and helps. It really
is the best system to have no
system at all,'' said Ann.
"Usually it is pretty quiet
here. We are all in school and
so we spend a great deal of
time studyingi. We have fun
though too. I guess the most
fun is just living together as a
family," said Paul.
are all great friends

''I KNOW that these are
people I can count on, people
I can trust to accept me for
what I am and they know I
feel the same way."
With over 12 people living in
a house things often get
crowded, but everyqne seems
to like the situation and there
was only one complaint.
Rick said, "I wish we would
have more people here, in
fact I would love to have my
parents come and stay ,vith
us for just a weekend."

I KNOW THEY would not
understand at first but if they
the "legal age" for living off would just listen to us talk, to
campus still work things out · everyone's ideas I think they
so that they can spend week- would be as excited about this
ends together.
group and the way we are
A group of five or six girls learning about each other and
from the dorm spend inost of we have really learned what
their week-ends living with living, sharing and loving
A unique feature of the
means."
guys off campus.
house, and one which everyAre these groups of students
Pam spoke for the group,
one loves is the five doors,
the
exceptions? They don't
one in each bedroom. Every- "It is great fun to get off cam- seem to think so. In fact they
one has their one entrance pus for awhile, and yet still all mentioned that many of
and as Kathy put it, "in case keep all of us together. It their friends, even those who
works out good for the guys
of necessity, a quick exit."
too, because we cook the had been most skeptical,
This group finds their living
meals and usually give the seemed to now be in favor of
arrangement is popular with
house a good cleaning every communal living.
their friends. "Many people
weekend."
are constant dropper-inners,"
The names in this story are
Paul commented.
JIM SPOKE for the guys, fictitious to protect the priva"It's a lot of fun having the cy of the people involved.
"THEY TELL US ttle atmogirls
over. A lot of times we
sphere of friendliness ' is very
will
have
big parties, but we
restful after some of the
HENRY'S
spend
a
lot
of time just talk"homes" they have visited."
ing too."
Their biggest event is when
"We are all from different
Slightly used golf balls
parents or someone's boss
backgrounds and this is the
25c & 40c ea.
drops in. "Parents have the
,
greatest
chance
some
of
us
ha:bit of Galling or coming by
will ever have to learn about
at the oddest hours.
·
COLDEST BEER .
other people's beliefs and
IN TOWN
Kathy laughed, "Not too values."
long ago my mother called
Kaye agreed with Jim sayme at 6 a.m. to tell me to
"I really learned the
ing,
12309 Nebraska Ave.
come see her after work. Paul
value
of
friendship
these
past
(Just
A Little N. of Fowler)
answered ,the phone, boy did
O~EN 10 A.M. - 12 P.M.
we have a hard time explain- few weekends. Everyone goes
out of their way to help each
ing that one."
other and to appreciate and
"IT'S REALLY wonderful uphold the values of their
here though ," said Linda," friends.
MANY STUDENTS under
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Binford Goes PE
To Honduras
Dr. J esse S. Binford Jr., associate professor of chemistry, will spend the academic
year 1968-69 in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras. Dr. Binford will
serve as a cha irman of the
Department of Chemistry a t
the Na tional University of
Hondi.:ras on a Fulbright Faculty Exchange Program.

Department

The softball schedule for
Monday, T ue sd a y and
Wednesday has been announced by the Physical Education Department. All games
will begin at 5:10 p.m.
Monday
A'N/vs. AIW
A3W vs. HEP Cats
ATO vs. Kappa Sig

.
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ano the livin' is
Plan Fun-filled
Weekends ·a t
Florida Beaches,
Parks and
Recre~tion Areas
Don't Forget Your

Picnic Bag and

The ORACLE • • •• usrs
"NEWSY" NEWSPAPER • Full of Exciting
News Features and_Money-Saving Adver•
tising.

ENJOY YOURSELF!

F ield 1
2
3

Tuesday

Zeta Seta Tau vs. A3W
A2E vs. Kappa Sig
2
Otto's A nge ls vs. HEP cats 3
Wednesday
1
Otto's An gels vs. A TO
HEP Cats vs. A2W
2
Zeta Seta Tau vs. Ka·ppa Sig 3
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